
CASE STUDY

AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES

• Inefficient project management processes 
led to information sharing and document 
versioning challenges 

• Lack of visibility made it difficult to identify 
issues early in a project, causing challenges 
later

• Inability to track employee time made 
accurate planning impossible

BENEFITS

• Increased efficiency

• Gained 360-degree project visibility

• Improved productivity

• Reduced project scrambles to meet 
deadlines from 60% to 10%

• Improved transparency and accountability
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Arkansas Office of the 
Courts standardizes it 
processes, improves 
response time
Project Management Office (PMO) looking to 
deploy distinct project management and 
operational software solutions finds both in the 
Workfront Enterprise Work Management solution. 
Efficiency increases with 360-degree project 
visibility and team improves productivity, response 
time, and collaboration.

Information technology has been revolutionizing the State of 
Arkansas court system, providing ways for officials to save time, 
streamline document processing, and improve case management. 
Yet as demands continued to rise for digital services, the State’s 
Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) discovered ineffective 
communications between AOC project managers and developers 
caused projects to slip or teams to scramble to meet “go-live” 
schedules. Since investing in the cloud-based Workfront Enterprise 
Work Management solution, the AOC is standardizing processes, 
increasing visibility into tasks, and gaining document version 
control. The solution has improved the team’s delivery speed while 
significantly reducing stressful schedule-change activities.

Among its responsibilities, the State’s AOC selects and deploys 
technologies and services that improve judicial branch operations—
from the Arkansas Supreme Court to its trial courts to its lower 
jurisdiction courts. Within the AOC, a PMO assesses information 
technology needs and requests from the courts, for example, digital 
ways to improve electronic filing, before assigning a project manager 
and carrying out a project. The PMO is also responsible for creating 
budgets and tracking those budgets to actuals. 

THE CHALLENGE

Until early in 2013, the PMO’s project teams used a file-sharing 
network and email to communicate project information presented 
in Microsoft Project. Yet these methods proved ineffective as ways 
to keep everyone up to date with current document versions and to 
educate team members uncertain about particular assignments. 
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“THE WORKFRONT 
SOLUTION SAVES A TON 
OF TIME. IT GIVES US AN 
EASY WAY TO REPORT 
INFORMATION THAT 
HELPS US MAKE BETTER 
DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT 
PROJECTS TO SELECT AND 
HOW TO BUDGET.”

–Alex Rogers, PMO 
Manager, Administrative 
Office of the Courts, State 
of Arkansas

“Our PMO had a hard time selling the value of project management to 
others so when issues arose, people didn’t have a good idea about who 
to go to on the team,” recalls Alex Rogers, PMO manager for the State of 
Arkansas’ AOC.

Because all of its projects were challenged in this way, issues that might 
quickly have been resolved earlier became showstoppers later in the 
project lifecycle, which impacted “go-live” schedules. According to Rogers, 
“We’d have ‘all hands on deck’ fixing issues and that was extremely 
stressful for everyone involved. I’d estimate that happened about 60% of 
the time. Another 20% of the time, we’d have to extend the timeline. We 
needed a better solution.”

The PMO wanted a solution capable of improving the team’s 
communication, document versioning, and file sharing issues while also 
simplifying reporting, which at the time was a manual, time-consuming 
process. The PMO also wanted to replace its open source issue-tracking 
solution, Bugzilla. The obvious choice was to extend Microsoft Project, but 
when the PMO priced Microsoft Enterprise Project, it was too expensive for 
the limited capabilities it delivered. 

“After that, we put together a business case and began looking at web-based solutions, including Project .NET 
and Workfront, hoping to find a project management solution and an operational software solution,” explains 
Rogers. “We found both in the Workfront Enterprise Work Management solution.” 
 

THE WORKFRONT SOLUTION

Once the PMO deployed Workfront, the Enterprise Work Cloud became an AOC project requirement for more 
than 60 employees serving approximately 2,000 attorneys and 4,000 users across the state.  
 
REUSABLE AND CUSTOMIZABLE TEMPLATES – The PMO has standardized its project management process into 
Workfront templates. As processes change, the PMO easily updates the templates. Now AOC’s four PMO project 
managers have about half-a-dozen, concurrent active projects in the system at any given time. 

“Templates save time because communications are standard and so are routine tasks. You just have to enter 
what’s unique about a project,” explains Rogers. “In a very organized fashion, Workfront helps educate team 
members and the solution graphically displays what to do next.”

Because the PMO relies on Workfront templates, the team can also more easily accommodate unexpected 
projects, getting developers educated quickly without interrupting other projects in their queue until the new 
project becomes a priority.

“When someone on the Supreme Court makes a request, we can quickly and easily bring all of the information 
we know about the new, high-priority project into Workfront,” explains Rogers. “Project managers can publish 
details and developers can understand what’s coming and get up to speed without interrupting the work they’re 
currently doing.”

TIMELY COMMUNICATIONS, NOTIFICATIONS, AND UPDATES – Project managers can now collaborate with the 
right people on projects from the start. Throughout a project, they can tag specific members of the team to 
communicate status updates, make date changes, or ask questions. Comments are recorded directly into 
projects. “Projects at the AOC used to be siloed but now they are really team efforts,” explains Lee Lowe, State 
of Arkansas PMO senior project manager.
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“Once I build out a project in Workfront, I love that I’m able to notify people as work is happening,” she adds. 
“We have lots of comments in the tool, especially about issues, and everyone can see them. The documents and 
folder structure are also very useful features.” 

The AOC defines its culture as one of collaboration, and although the Workfront solution has not reduced the 
number of meetings team members attend, it has made those meetings more productive. “We generally review 
open issues in Workfront,” says Lowe. “We know the most current version of every document is in Workfront and 
we don’t have to hunt around in different documents so meetings are both shorter and more productive.”

TIMELY COMMUNICATIONS, NOTIFICATIONS, AND UPDATES – Project managers can now collaborate with the 
right people on projects from the start. Throughout a project, they can tag specific members of the team to 
communicate status updates, make date changes, or ask questions. Comments are recorded directly into 
projects. “Projects at the AOC used to be siloed but now they are really team efforts,” explains Lee Lowe, State 
of Arkansas PMO senior project manager. 
 
SIMPLIFIED REPORTING – When projects do have open issues, project managers can easily run an official, 
professional-looking report from within Workfront to send directly to the courts. They can also use the Workfront 
Enterprise Work Management solution to filter for the most appropriate audience views.

“Before Workfront, it was a lot harder for our project managers to gather information. Reporting required them to 
call lots of other people and gather information, then document it,” remembers Rogers. “Project tracking was a 
manual process.” 

According to Rogers, “Employees had to report on what they were responsible for each week, and then give 
a status update. After that, project managers could update their projects. Now, that’s all done immediately in 
Workfront which saves a ton of time.” 

The AOC budgets a project, then easily tracks actual expenses every week in the Workfront Enterprise Work 
Management solution by associating the number of hours an employee works with specific tasks. This capability 
has given the PMO better information and detailed metrics. Project managers can see when projects are on 
budget. When there are open issues, they can identify and estimate what remains to be done and how much it 
will cost. 

“We can plan projects now,” says Rogers. “We can better understand whether or not to spend effort on 
something and whether we should get management involved.” 

BENEFITS

Workfront Enterprise Work Cloud is improving the way AOC delivers technology solutions to the Arkansas courts. 
Because Workfront provides all of the information employees and management need in a single location, the AOC 
has experienced the following benefits:

Increased efficiency and 360-degree project visibility – Employees using Workfront have complete visibility into 
the projects and tasks assigned to them, plus fewer distractions because they can find information right away. 
Developers no longer have to wait for others to provide information via phone or email. They can track new details 
published in the Workfront solution and get up to speed more quickly so they can respond to new projects faster. 
According to Rogers, “Workfront lets you get what you need and keep moving.”
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront 
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Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style   
updates and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress   
and resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement

Improved productivity while reducing scrambles from approximately 60% to 10% – The Workfront solution 
standardizes work processes for AOC employees. Tasks and details are pushed to team members without them 
having to find it. Workfront improves version control by annotating changes in one document so team members 
know that version is always the correct version. Having the most up-to-date information at project managers’ 
fingertips has made meetings more productive. 

“With Workfront, project managers uncover issues much earlier, and our organization has matured so projects are 
repeating. Both have contributed to a significant reduction in the number of times we’ve had to scramble to meet a 
‘go-live’ schedule,” says Rogers. “We’ve been able to reduce project scrambles to meet deadlines from about 60% 
to 10%.”

Gained transparency and accountability – Because the Workfront Enterprise Work Management solution includes 
reporting and a standard dashboard tab, there is transparency around projects. There is also accountability. By 
measuring employee availability, streamlining tasks and standardizing communications, the Workfront solution has 
enabled the AOC team to take on more work. Moreover, if a project is not in Workfront, employees have no authority 
to work on it, preventing management from being surprised.

“Workfront offers so much information to executives responsible for leading and directing organizations. It’s a tool 
that helps us manage our work,” concludes Rogers.


